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the testosterone technolory challenge; most
women can't be bothered.
Having consulted the all-female tech gurus
at GirlGeekDinners.com and PopGadget.
ne! here are our re@illmendations for avery
merryChrismas:
Available in blaclg blue
and silver (and pink!) these fabulous digital
cameras are simple, sexy and skinny. They
come with YouTube sofhrare, making it easier
than ever to shoot videos, upload and share.
A[f DIGITAI GAHERA PRI]ITER This coollooking camera is a high-tech version of the
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tech products to women simply shows a pro.
found misunderstanding of tlem. 'Think of
the boardroom, not a teenagefs bedroom.
No woman would dream of bringing her pink
laptop into a meeting. It's about sleek and
sophisficated design like the BlackBerry Pearl.
Women are tired of products tiat pink up and
dumb down.' So steer well clear of Swarovski
crystal-encrusted mobile phones and Hello
Kitty laptops if you are looking for a gadget
gift that will endear you to your wife/partner/
mother/sister this Christmas.
The most important technological feature,
according to Dr Genevieve Bell, anthropologist at Intel, is simplicity: 'ffyou want technology that appeals to women, it needs to
work flawlessly the first time out of the box.
They dont have the time to faffabout.'Maybe

that's one reason why women love Apple
products like the iMac and iPod. With Apple
you literally just plug in and play. Some men
apparently get a perverse pleasure in solving

Polaroid. No more messing around connecting
printers; you print straight from the cirmera.
APPLE IPHOHE With their ground-breaking
touch screens and easy and intuitive usability,
the iPhone is a winner. It's the sexiest phone
around. OnIy available in the UK on 02.
IHE 3S!$PEPH0NE This phone allows you to
call any Skype number in the world for free,
with a monthly subscription. Sure to appeal to
womenwho use Skype on their computers.
ARGH0S 505 WFI Thls portable video player is
better than avideo iPod. You can remrd shows
direct from T[ down]oad videos from the web
and listen to music. Big enough to store 2(X)
movies, 1.6 million photos and 95,ffi0 songs,
small enough to fit into handbags.
Finally, if you are shopping in the States,
you may want to think about picking up the
new CEIYA DlGlTAt PH0T0 FRAIIE. The frames
look very mol, and are unique in that they
have no need for a computer or memory card.

The frame dials into an existing landline and
simply downloads the pictures you want to display. Out here nextyear.
Basically when it comes to buying gadget gifu for women, the watchwords are style
and simplicity. Women may be consummate
multi-taskers, but one of the things that we
have little desire to spend time on is working out technolory. Any of these girlie gadget
gifts should win you points this Christmas: just
you may
don't assume that we want pink
even find that you end up using some ofthem
yourself!
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Mynew
best cellar
Dig deep for the
wine-lover in your life,
says Jonathan Ray
know what I want for Christmas and
it ain't socks or handkerchiefs, thanks
very much. I want a cellar. A grownup, temperature-controlled, computer-catalogued cellar with lots of racks
and bins for bottles, shelves for books, benches for decanting. I want the whole shebang.
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Bespoke Signet Rings
62 Shore Road, Warsash,
Southampton, SO31 9FT
Telephone: 01489 578867
Web Site: M.ruffs.co.uk
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For information about The Spectator Gifts features please telephone Paul Bentley
on 020 7961.0090 or email paul.bentley@spectator.co.uk
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I'm fed up with cracking my head every time
I go to the Cupboard of Cobwebs under the

,{

stairs in search of a special bottle.
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In myline of work I'm lucky enough to get
at a rough count there
sent a lot of wine
are now 30Oboftles encircling me in my study
and I buy a bit too. The trouble is there's
nowhere to put it all. The cupboard is groaningly full and I need to drffi as fast as I can
just to keep a path clear from my desk to the
door. Heaven knowswhat Elfin Safetywould
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say.
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When Iworked for BerryBros & Ruddwe
stored wine for a number of customers, one
of whom used to call regularly to ask whether he might come and look at his bottles. He
clearly funcied that his purchases were gathering picturesque layers of dust in our 3fi)year-old cellars in St James's Street when in
fact they lay snug in sealed boxes in a modern temperature-controlled warehouse off a
roundabout in Basingstoke. We put him off
each time, anxious not to disillusion him. He
once rang back to check thatwewere turning
his botfles ofvintage port regularly'to keep
them fresh'. We assured him that we weren't
and explainedwhy.
Like him, store the few cases of topnotch sfuff.I o\rn at tJte merchants whence
they came. I long though, to be able to sit
dovrn at home to admire the maturing bottles and talk grandly of 'popping to the cellar
for some Sauternes'.
And appears tJrat am not alone.
Investing inwine has become all the rage and
the well-heeled are falling over themselves to
buywine and build fancy-dan qellars in which
to show off their Cru Class6 clarets and marvel at how much their hard-earned scratch has
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from Berrys, set up his own wine
a couple of years ago to meet such demand.
He advises some 6(X) clients on their purchas-

ofwhom spends between f5,0(X) and
150,0fi) per year on wine.

es, each

f

'Business is booming'he says. 'Fewer people are inheriting wine these days and with
Russia and the Far East entering the market
there is less wine to go round. It makes sense
to be proactive and build a porfolio, because

if you dont buy en primeur, you often won't
get another chance to buy such wines when
they're mature. Demand for First Growth
claret Grand Cru Burgundy and fine Rh6ne
is rocketing but supply is finite.'
Since wine is seen as a wasting asset,
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not subject to capital gains tax, and most of
David's customers lay dov'rn wine not just
for drinking but also for capital growth. And
it makes a tax-efEcient way of passing assets
from one generation to another. One friend
of mine reckons that by dint of shrewd buying and selling of wine he has put two sons
through pubtc school. And, as David points

Sebastian Riley-Smith, MD of Smith & Taylor
Private Cellars. 'We used simply to store and
manage wine on behalf of our clients, but
demand has led us to specialise in the design
and build of custom-made cellars too.'

Riley-Smith makes bespoke cellars that
range from wine cabinets which hold 500
bottles to whole rooms which accommodate
thousands (and cost six figures). Having seen
one ofthese hand-crafted beauties (between
a dining room and an indoor swimming pool,
since you ask), all glass, maple and oak alcoves
with individually controlled temperature and
humidity and low fibre optic lighting, I am
completely smitten. Wine is clearly no longer
to be consigrred to the dark downstairs, but to
be shown offin the light upstairs.

'Everyone wants the wow factor,' says
Riley-Smith.'In an agewhere interiors count
for so much to so many, a wine room off a
diningroom, or awine cabinetwithin akitchen, can achieve a two-fold statement both in
the quality of the space in its own right and in
the quality of the contents. Simply put, wine

out, if the investment goes pear-shaped, you

has become both an interior design and a

can alrays drink it.

social statement.'

"!V'e've never been

so busy,'

concurs

Dear Santa....

I

bought them. David Roberts, an old chum
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